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Another year has come and gone.  Our Chapter has not held any meetings during the past 
year because of a Worldwide Pandemic. We the Board has stayed in contact via e-mail for 
some necessary business. Our Public Officials and Members of the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention have given the nation guidelines to follow to keep us safe and 
healthy. “Prevention Rather Than Cure. These guideline work only if they are followed. I am 
hoping for a healthier 2021 for all. It becomes somewhat worrisome when people think 
they can go out into the public without a mask and never catch the Coronavirus or any 
mutation of this virus. People will be people!  
   New research shows that more than half Covid 19 Cases are spread by infected people 
without any symptoms. Wear a mask wash your hands and stay 6 feet apart from others 
even if you are feeling well, says the Illinois Department of Public Health. Illinois has at least 
1.06 Million cases with 19,876 deaths with 14,564,776 tested as of 01-15-2021. 
I wish to thank Dr. Ngozi Ezike, Governor Pritzker and all County Health Departments in 
Illinois for their dedication to the Health and Safety of each person that lives or visits our 
great state. I am proud to call Illinois Home. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 2021-02 
(COVID-19 EXECUTIVE ORDER NO.72) 

Tiered Mitigation Order 

WHEREAS, Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a novel severe acute respiratory 
illness, has rapidly spread throughout Illinois and continues to necessitate updated and 
more stringent guidance from federal, state, and local public health officials and significant 
measures to respond to the increasing public health disaster; and, 
WHEREAS, COVID-19 can spread among people through respiratory transmissions, 
asymptomatic people can transmit the virus, and there is currently no fully effective 
treatment, and vaccine rollout is in the early stages; and, 
WHEREAS, for the preservation of public health and safety throughout the entire State of 
Illinois, and to ensure that our healthcare delivery system is capable of serving those who 
are sick, I have found it necessary to take additional measures consistent with public health 
guidance to slow and stop the spread of COVID-19; and, 
WHEREAS, on January 8, 2021, considering the continuing spread of COVID-19 and the 
ongoing health and economic impacts that that will be felt over the coming month by people 
across the State, I again declared all counties in the State of Illinois as a disaster area; and 

WHEREAS, working with experts in the Department of Public Health, I put forward a 
deliberate plan that utilizes several tiers of mitigation steps to combat a resurgence of 
COVID-19 and prevent uncontrollable spread; and, 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

WHEREAS, due to the significant spread of the virus and a surge in COVID-19 patients 
admitted to hospital beds and ICU beds, on November 20, 2020, I imposed a Tier 3 mitigation 
plan statewide; and, 
WHEREAS, statewide positivity rates and new COVID-19 cases peaked in November 2020, 
and have generally trended downward in December 2020 and the first half of January 2021; 
and, 
WHEREAS, given this improvement, it is appropriate at this time to return to a regional 
approach wherein mitigation measures are determined by the region’s COVID-19 metrics; 
and, 
WHEREAS, based on those metrics, Regions 1, 2, and 5 qualify to return to Tier 2 of the 
State’s mitigation plan; 
THEREFORE, by the powers vested in me as the Governor of the State of Illinois, pursuant 
to the Illinois Constitution and Sections 7(1), 7(2), 7(3), 7(8), 7(9), and 7(12) of the Illinois 
Emergency Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305, and consistent with the powers in public 
health laws, I hereby order the following, effective immediately: 

Section 1.  The following Tier 2 public health restrictions and mitigations are instituted for 
Region 1 (Boone, Carroll, DeKalb, Jo Daviess, Lee, Ogle, Stephenson, Whiteside, and 
Winnebago counties), Region 2 (Bureau, Fulton, Grundy, Henderson, Henry, Kendall, Knox, 
La Salle, Livingston, Marshall, McDonough, McLean, Mercer, Peoria, Putnam, Rock Island, 
Stark, Tazewell, Warren, and Woodford counties), and Region 5 (Alexander, Edwards, 
Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin, Jackson, Jefferson, Johnson, Marion, Massac, Perry, 
Pope, Pulaski, Saline, Union, Wabash, Wayne, White, and Williamson counties): 

a. Mitigation for restaurants and bars.  Restaurants and bars in the region are subject to 
these restrictions and mitigation measures, which supplement the Phase 4 guidance 
from the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity for Indoor and Outdoor 
Dining: 

1. All restaurants and bars in the region must close at 11:00 p.m., and must 
remain closed until 6:00 a.m. the following day. 

2. All restaurants and bars in the region must suspend indoor on-premises 
consumption.  

3. All customers eating or drinking on premises must be seated at outdoor tables 
spaced at least six feet apart.  Multiple parties may not be seated at a single 
table.  Parties are limited to groups of six or fewer. 

4. Customers who are not yet seated at a table must wait off premises and, when 
waiting, must not congregate in groups larger than the party with whom they are 
dining.  Standing, congregating, or dancing on premises is not permitted. 

5. Each party must have a reservation, even if made on-site, so that the restaurant 
or bar has contact information to reach every party for contact tracing if needed. 

b. Mitigation for meetings and social events.  Meetings and social events in the region 
are subject to these restrictions and mitigation measures, which supplement the Phase 
4 guidance from the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity for 
Meetings and Social Events: 

 

 

 

 

 



Social Events: 

1. Meetings and social events are limited to 10 people or fewer. 
2. Attendance lists must be kept for contact tracing. 
3. Party buses are not permitted. 

c. Mitigation for gaming and casinos.  Gaming and casinos in the region are subject 
to these restrictions and mitigation measures: 

4. Gaming venues and casinos must close, and gaming terminals must stop 
operating, between 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. the following day. 

5. Gaming venues and casinos are limited to 25% capacity. 
6. Gaming venues and casinos must follow the mitigation strategies for 

restaurants and bars for those portions of their facilities. 

d. Mitigation for indoor and outdoor recreation.  Indoor and outdoor recreation 
facilities in the region are subject to these restrictions and mitigation measures, 
which supplement the Phase 4 guidance from the Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity for Indoor and Outdoor Recreation: 

7. Facilities are limited to the lesser of 25 people or 25% capacity. 
8. Groups are limited to 10 people or fewer. 

e. Mitigation for all workplaces.  Businesses and establishments shall institute 
remote work for high risk individuals, and shall evaluate whether additional workers 
can telework.  This Executive Order encourages remote work for as many workers 
as possible. 

Section 2.  This Executive Order supplements the Tier 3 Mitigations Order (Executive 
Order 2020-73) for Regions 1, 2, and 5.  The Tier 3 Mitigations Order remains in effect 
for the other Regions, and remains in effect for Regions 1, 2, and 5 other than when its 
terms are inconsistent with those expressly set forth in Section 1 above.  The additional 
requirements of the Tier 3 Mitigations Order, including the requirements relating to 
social distancing and wearing face coverings, remain in place.  
Section 3.  The exemptions set forth in Section 4 of the Tier 3 Mitigation Order apply to 
this Executive Order.  For the sake of clarity and to allow for future planning, the 
principal exemptions are restated below, and I do not intend to rescind these 
exemptions during the disaster proclamations due to COVID-19. 

a. Free exercise of religion.  This Executive Order does not limit the free exercise 
of religion.  To protect the health and safety of faith leaders, staff, congregants 
and visitors, religious organizations and houses of worship are strongly 
encouraged to consult and follow the recommended practices and guidelines 
from the Illinois Department of Public Health. As set forth in the IDPH guidelines, 
the safest practices for religious organizations at this time are to provide services 
online, in a drive-in format, or outdoors (and consistent with social distancing 

https://www2.illinois.gov/Pages/Executive-Orders/ExecutiveOrder2021-02.aspx#_ftn1
https://www.dph.illinois.gov/covid19/community-guidance/places-worship-guidance


requirements and guidance regarding wearing face coverings), and to limit 
services to 10 people.  Religious organizations are strongly encouraged to take 
steps to ensure social distancing, the use of face coverings, and implementation 
of other public health measures. 

b. Emergency functions.  All first responders, emergency management personnel, 
emergency dispatchers, court personnel, law enforcement and corrections 
personnel, hazardous materials responders, child protection and child welfare 
personnel, housing and shelter personnel, military, and other governmental 
employees working for or to support the emergency response are exempt from 
this Executive Order, but are encouraged to practice social distancing and take 
recommended public health measures. 

c. Governmental functions.  This Executive Order does not apply to the United 
States government and does not affect services provided by the State or any 
municipal, township, county, subdivision or agency of government and needed to 
ensure the continuing operation of the government agencies or to provide for or 
support the health, safety and welfare of the public.  

Section 4.  If any provision of this Executive Order or its application to any person or 
circumstance is held invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, this invalidity does 
not affect any other provision or application of this Executive Order, which can be given 
effect without the invalid provision or application. To achieve this purpose, the 
provisions of this Executive Order are declared to be severable. 

Issued by the Governor January 15, 2021 
Filed by the Secretary of State January 15, 2021 

 

 



 
 

The following article has been reprinted with permission from the United States Navy and U.S. 
Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 35-12, based out of Chicago, Illinois. 
 
As both friend and colleague of Michael McGaughan, it is with great pride that I present this 
article to our readers on behalf of the Chicago Chapter of ASSE. This article was written by 
Michael McGaughan, Past President of Chicago Chapter of ASSE. 
 

                                                                                                                                               
 

The Official Newsletter of U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 35-12,  
Chicago, Illinois 

 
This is the 100th Anniversary of the DuSable Bridge, formally known as the 
Michigan Avenue Bridge. When it first opened on May 14th, 1920, 10,000 cars 
drove over the Chicago River to celebrate the grand opening which also happened 
to be Mayor Thompson’s birthday. The bridge transformed a single dirt lane road, 
formerly known as Pine Street, into to what it is today: The Magnificent Mile. Jean 
Baptist Point Du Sable was the first non-indigenous settler of what would become 
Chicago, Illinois. He was born around 1745 and was traditionally stated to be 
Haitian and of African descent. He married a Native American of the Potawatomi 
tribe and was a father to two children: Jean and Susanne. In August of 1779, he 
was arrested by the British army for being a suspected Patriot. Fortunately, he 
had many friends that vouched for his good character. He was a prosperous 
trader and after the United States achieved independence, Point Du Sable was 
settled on the North branch of the Chicago River. In 1800, Point Du Sable sold his 



land to John Kenzie and moved to the port of St Charles, Missouri, formerly 
known as the Spanish Louisiana.  
 

 
 

In 2009 the city of Chicago and a private donor erected a large bronze bust of 
Point Du Sable. The DuSable Bridge carries Michigan Avenue over the Chicago 
River. It is a Bascule Bridge, Bascule being the French word for seesaw. The Bridge 
was proposed in the 20th century as part of a plan to link Chicago’s South side 
and North side parks with a grand boulevard. Construction of the bridge started in 
1918 during the Spanish Flu epidemic. The bridge opened to traffic on May 14th, 
1920 and the decorative work was completed in 1928. The bridge provides 
passage for vehicles and pedestrians on two levels. It’s an example of a fixed 
trunnion bascule bridge, which is also known as the (CHICAGO STYLE BASCULE 
BRIDGE). When needed, it is raised to allow tall ships and boats to pass 
underneath. The bridge is included in the Chicago Historic District and has been 
designated as a Chicago Landmark. Events from the city’s past are 
commemorated with sculptures and plaques on the bridge. To the east is the 
Columbus Bridge and to the west is the Wabash Bridge. The Wrigley and Tribune 
buildings are on the North side of it. The Southern half of the bridge passes over 
where Fort Dearborn was located. Fort Dearborn was constructed in 1803. Brass 

He was licensed to run a 
Missouri River ferry and he 
died on August 28th, 1818. A 
replica of Point Du Sable’s 
cabin was presented at the 
Chicago Century of Progress 
in 1933. In 1965 a plaza called 
Pioneer Court was built at 
Point Du Sable’s homestead 
as part of the construction of 
the Equitable Life Assurance 
Society of America Building. 
However, if you were to go 
there today, you would 
instead see the Apple store. 
In May of 1976, his property 
was designated as a National 
Historic Landmark, which is 
currently known as 401 North 
Michigan Avenue. 
 



markers positioned on the sidewalks delineate the original block house of Fort 
Dearborn. In 1921 the Chicago Historical Society suggested to name the bridge 
the Marquette Joliet Bridge and later proposed to name it the Fort Dearborn 
Bridge. The southwest bridge house has been converted to a museum. The 
bridge’s ops are usually normal and position figures are 41 Degrees 37’ 19.9” 
North 87 Degrees 37’27.7 west. Its characteristics are double bascule bridge with 
a total length of 399 feet and a width of 91.75 feet. Its longest span is 256 feet 
between trunnions and 220 feet between piers with its clearance below being 16 
feet. The designer was the Bureau of Engineering Chicago Department of Public 
Works. Construction started in 1918 and was completed in 1920. At the time of 
construction, it was believed to be the first double deck bridge ever built. One 
side of the bridge can operate independently of the other side so that in the 
event of repairs, one half can still function. At least one pier is sunk to bedrock 
108 feet below the river and the other seventeen are sunk to hard pan at eighty 
to ninety feet. On the South side of the river, the Chicago freight tunnel had to be 
relocated to make room for the bridge tail pit. Two 108 horsepower motors open 
and close the bridge leaves. It used to be staffed 24 hours a day and open 3000 
times a year but since 1970 it only opens a few times a week during boat season. 
A message to the DuSable Bridge: You are powerful, well built, secure, and appear 
to be indestructible. You’re as magnificent as the thoroughfare you serve. You 
have a disciplined task for our city and execute your duty with honor. You have 
provided passage for us over the great Chicago River and opened your enormous 
spans for boats to pass under. You do this at below zero and above 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit without hesitation. Above all: you do not waver. We know who you 
are and what you have done. We thank you and look forward to serving you in 
the future. We are the UNITED STATES COAST GUARD AUXILIARY, SEMPER 
PARATUS. 

 
Sincerely, 
Michael  McGaughan 
  



A BRIEF WALK THROUGH THE SANITATION HISTORY OF THE WORLD 
 

This historical information is just a brief look and does not include all the 
countries involved in development of good practices involving sanitation. 

 
 
The Human Species and Australopithecus emerged millions of years ago and this 
would have been the start of infectious diseases born from the waste of Homo 
erectus, Homo neanderthalensis, and Homo habilis. The amount of waste 
deposited on the land of Africa was not without consequences this was a way 
different tribes track others. Over years these tribes expanded their travels to 
Europe and Western Asia, they were able to establish colonies. With colonies 
came protection of each tribe members of each colony. All these tribes were 
hunters and harvesters which meant without knowing they were actually 
recycling there urine and fecal matter back into the environment, just like animals 
were doing. Which meant that most species were almost the same as each other. 
Sanitation became a part of their lives but they did not realize how much their 
specific involvement or participation in cleaning their meat and defecating away 
from their settlement or camp site played in their life. As they learned to live like 
this the insects took over their fecal matter and recycled it.  
 
Moving ahead thousands of years when radical change came about with each 
species throughout Europe, Asia and Africa they started to build centers where 
the population would grow. They learned to use their hand crafted items to trade 
with humans that were producers of crops. Here again as the population grew so 
did the sanitation problem, at times they would deposit their fecal and urine in a 
low laying area not far from their living spaces, or even right next to their living 
spaces 
 
Moving a few thousand years ahead we find the first Sanitary Engineer’s which 
constructed a cesspool in Babylon around 4000 B.C. By digging a simple hole in 
the ground for their people to defecate in it was a modern marvel of the times. 
We all remember from our History lessons the Babylonians had built a hydraulic 
system for water to flow downhill and they utilized this to discard the fecal matter 



into clay pipes during this time period. These simple hole in the ground are being 
used in today’s construction of homes in rural areas, forest preserves, and 
camping sites throughout the world. We call them out houses or privies. Although 
out houses are designed as a simple hole in the ground a Privy is more 
complicated. 
 
As we Humans develop we become smarter and smarter. Knowing how water 
systems of the times were designed more and more cities throughout the lands 
used them more and more. Here again it was for sanitary purposes around 3000 
B.C we find the first we find latrines connected to the first sewer system which 
dumped all the waste water into the Indo River. This is how the water system 
throughout the world started systematically polluting the water ways. During this 
same time period the Greek used some of the waste water for agricultural 
fertilization.  
 
Jumping ahead to the Common Era of the Roman Empire we find again for 
sanitary purposes the developing of hygiene where the Roman Sanitary Engineers 
learned to separate waste water by means of a sewage system in the streets. 
Latrines throughout the Roman Empire evolved especially the seated version 
instead of the squatting of each person. But humans will be humans continued to 
throw their excrement into the streets until 100 B.C. when the Roman Empire set 
forth a decree that would obliged all households shall be connected to a sewer 
system. This was an evolution in time. The Roman Empire Sanitation Engineers 
also learned that the separation of grey water and sewage. The Engineers used 
the grey waste water from a typical bath and thermal baths to wash down the 
public latrines. The evolving of hygiene was not thought of for disinfecting, but 
was for removing unpleasant odor of human waste, and here again it was 
discharged into the River Tiber which runs through the middle of Italy and 
discharged into the Tyrrhenian Sea. Some of these sewers have been in use since 
the 19th century. “You can’t tell me that the proper design and installation of a 
plumbing system by a professional isn’t worth its’ weight in Gold.” 
 
As cities grew larger and larger the population started to build the urban sprawl. 
The cities that were walled had installed cesspools as their sanitation preference, 
but they soon became saturated and humans will be humans so they started to 
throw the waste into the streets where rats thrived spreading an epidemic of 
cholera and plague throughout Europe, during this period there were no 



advancement in sanitation. In the rural areas the less fortunate buried their feces 
in holes.  
  While the dark times spread over Europe the Arabian cities in the Liberian 
Peninsula prevailed by setting some standards on sanitation rules by separating 
three types of water; rain water which is essential for life; grey water which came 
from domestic activities and waste water. The climate in the Arab nations was 
difficult to say the least, they valued rain water as if it was a divine endowment 
and they would build cisterns to harvest the rain water for human consumption. 
By using underground drains or surface pipe they would remove grey water from 
their patio on each home. The Arabian nation had learned to separate their 
sewage into a separate pipe which took it to the cesspool where the grey water 
was merged to flush the system. 
 
 During the next period in time “the Renaissance period” sanitation was not 
thought of even though the cities kept growing. Almost every European city was 
unbearable to live in because of filth and odor from open air defecation in every 
section of the cities and those who had cesspools found them to be saturated. 
Occupants continued to throw their fecal matter into the streets from their 
windows and doors so the open ditches they called sewers would carry it to the 
river. During this time the Sanitary Engineers concentrated on the hydraulics 
which would be applied to the collection and distribution of water but none of it 
was for sanitation. Paris had reached a historical level in filth during the 17th 
century. But Louis XIV had beautiful fountains, ponds and canals built at the 
palace of Versailles. 
   While over in London it was very similar to what was happening in Paris. Among 
this time in History John Harrington designed the precursor to the modern toilet 
by using water from a tank to wash the latrine waste to the cesspools, this was 
designed to eliminate the ghastly odor of the urinals in rooms. An unbearable 
stench loomed over London and the overwhelming disregard of sanitation caused 
an epidemic of cholera that resulted in many deaths. Dr. John Snow an English 
doctor came to the conclusion that cholera was caused by contaminated water by 
way of waste water leaching out of the pipe joints into the water wells. This is a 
true cross contamination. Pasteur provided the scientific evidence confirming 
Snow’s theory that microorganisms present in waste water will cause infectious 
diseases such as cholera or typhoid fever. At this moment in time is when most 
countries restricted the use of cesspool to those areas with sewers or they 
transformed to a septic system designed by a sanitary engineer. 



 
Moving on to the great fire of Hamburg, Germany around 1842 a new sewer 
system was installed. The system consisted of a single drainage circuit of waste 
water that used sea water for a weekly flushing of each connected building. Then 
came the industrial revolution which started another kind of pollution, the 
chemical pollution. Most nation had made progress in the treatment of organic 
pollution and now had to deal with the chemical pollution we used to treat 
human waste. Some of the Pioneers of Public Health of this time period were 
Edwin Chadwick, Sir James Kay Shuttleworth and Neil Arnott they all dealt with 
the urban poor about the true knowledge of diseases through scientific 
understanding. The pioneers of the time had figured out that some scientific facts 
had been ignored or neglected. Chadwick faced a difficult situation by managing 
the process of a cultural change that seemed to have no ending. While Chadwick’s 
reports were about environmental and social conditions they seemed to be more 
about creating some public health policies. All three Pioneers reports were 
documented toward cleaning up of urban environment to create a healthier 
environment for the people which interned created a guarantee for future 
political actions. In Chadwick’s report  
He wrote about the evils that contributed to the spread of disease in these urban 
areas and about how sanitary conditions could be improved, this became a status 
point in history for sanitary reform. 
 He described the accounts in such detail that he related it to Britain’s urban 
environments and ill health of the population helped toward the killing of more 
people each year than any war Britain was ever involved in. This had removed 
more than 43,000 men as the bread winners due to poor health conditions 
especially in East London due to poor health men’s working abilities diminished or 
they died at the average age of 29. Chadwick was able to improve on legal 
matters relating to the cost relative to the implementation of drainage systems. In 
Chadwick’s report in 1842 he stated that a novel scientific social field on 
sanitation on which he discussed that air, sewers, dung heaps, water, the built 
environment, and people had argued that problems regarding each one is an 
obstacle to the improvement of the others. His argument stated when improving 
the sewers could have a positive effect of water or housing, and would serve as a 
way to improve the structure of urban society. Chadwick used his Environmental 
reports and findings as a defense for any legal intervention. He had help the 
urban people correct their burdens of unsanitary conditions to be controlled by 
their action and in turn become their own antidote to the problem. 



 
   Moving ahead a few years the 1848 public health act (An Act for Promoting 
Public Health). The Act stated that; internationally health is improving but very 
slowly, although the average life expectancy has been increasing throughout the 
20th Century, still 3 out of 4 people in the least developing countries are dying 
before 50 years of age. In the higher class areas of the U.K. a child born in 1848 
would live 5 years longer than those in the poorer sections of the U.K. A huge 
challenge was for the U.K. too clearly identify the determinants of health through 
genetics, social, economic, environmental, lifestyle, and health services. The 
public health challenge was also the affect these influences to promote health in 
general. The leadership of Public Health became crucial, by promoting education 
and practices in health was seen to be a vital beginning for reasonable 
improvements in health. The chief Medical Officer’s for the U.K. had identify goals 
for projects to improve and strengthen public health functions. All practitioners of 
public health no just in the medical field became a movement that still exists 
today as a way to provide the public with the necessary diversity of trained 
personnel between the link of the medical and other professionally trained 
person’s. Others who deal with infectious diseases, environmental health, and 
food-safety, among others will affect private and legal matters in the future 
concerning effects on larger populations in societies throughout the world. Some 
of the implications came about through private commissions for public health not 
through the government. The commissions published their reports on all relevant 
issues on public health implications of the policies and actions relative to all public 
bodies. The intensions was to move the public health to be the responsibility on 
all levels of society both public and private. A campaign about improving public 
health through public works was a concern, but what role would medicine and 
health medical officers play in sanitary reform. 
 Would there be a compromise? “Yes”. It was the best that Parliament could have 
passed at this time in history. Pressure on Parliament became more important 
than the Law was unobjectionable than that it was effective. Smoke prevention 
and unsanitary burial grounds, both seen as important health issues, were 
rejected. London it’s self was left out of the decision because of its size, and 
would require special legislation. Scotland and Ireland were also left out, because 
of their laws and institutions for dealing with disease and welfare were 
unorthodox according to England. As remembered by some Historians’ the Public 
Health Act of 1848. During this age of devolution and of public participation in 
health improvement there were a number of implications of legislation riddled 



with compromise. Under the heading of Our Healthier Nation the green paper on 
public health, reflects the heritage of Victorian public health legislation in seeing 
health improvement as an ongoing process involving central government, local 
communities and individuals. The Act was all about improving the Health and 
safety of the population. 
 
 With the cholera epidemic of 1866 the government came to a more positive and 
interventionist approach which clearly identified flaws in the earlier Act. In 1854 
John Snow demonstrated how cholera could be spread by a water pump (well 
pump) and in 1865 Louis Pasteur demonstrated his germ theory of disease. 
During this time the working class were giving the right to vote so the politicians 
had to make a promise regarding public health to gain votes. The Sanitary Act of 
1866 forced towns to appoint inspectors to check that water supplies and 
drainage were adequate. The 1871 Local Government Board Act placed public 
health and the poor law in the hands of empowered local governmental bodies 
and came about because of an 1869 Royal Sanitary Commission which 
recommended strong local government.  
 The public Health Act of 1875 split the country into sanitary areas ran by a 
medical officer. During this time period Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli 
sponsored several Acts aimed at social improvement such as, The Food and Drink 
Act, The Public Health Act, and the Artisan’s Dwellings Act. These act put the 
responsibility on local authorities for the range of public health issues. The local 
authorities had the power to enforce decisions which included Sewage, water, 
drains, waste disposal, public works, and lighting. With this workable public 
health strategy of cooperation between the National and Local governments the 
death rate began to fall. More scientific discoveries came about in n 1882 when 
Robert Koch a Nobel Laureate in Medicine and the founder of the science of 
bacteriology. He discovered micro-organisms and separated out germs, included 
tuberculosis in 1882 and cholera in 1883, during this time vaccines were 
developed. Koch may be considered the father of scientific study of tuberculosis.   
 
 
  



I found this poem by accident and thought I would share... 
 

Modern Sanitation (author unknown) 1885 
 

Our sanitation! Tis the art 
Of filling up our homes with drains. 

Ah! Sewer-gas acts well its part 
By conjuring up man’s aches and pains. 

The beauteous scarlet fever skips 
With typhoid hand in hand. 

While sweet Diphtheria gaily trips 
O’er stationary washstand. 

The cholera doth laugh to see 
Its comma bacilli. 

Old dysentery’s microbe 
Is out upon the fly. 

Malaria with its poisonous dart 
Lurks ‘neath the water-trap. 

Measles upon its round doth start,  
Small-pox wakes from its nap. 

The crafty plumber makes his bill,  
the sewer-gas ascends. 

The doctor gives a sugar pill 
‘Tis thus we lose our friends. 
The undertaker says ’tis well,  

the funeral corteges pass. 
The letters on the tombstone spell 

Hic Jacet, Sewer-Gas. 
 
                  
  



The development of public health agencies and institutions were stimulated 
because of new ideas about the causes of disease and social responsibility, in 
America. As environmental and social causes of diseases were identified, social 
action appeared to be an alternative way to control diseases, Sanitary and social 
reform provided the basis for the formation of public health organizations, 
because health was no longer simply an individual responsibility it was necessary 
to form public boards, agencies and institutions to protect the health of all 
citizens. 
 Public health agencies and institutions started at the local and state levels in 
America. Federal activities in health were limited to Marine hospital Service, a 
system of public hospital for the care of merchant seamen. The seamen had no 
local citizenship the federal government took on the responsibility of providing 
their health care. 
 
Stand by for the rest of the story in our next issue... 
 

                                     Gary W. Howard 
 
 
 
 
Two places in Illinois you should take time with your family to visit. This is a great place to spend 
a weekend when the pandemic is over. The two places I enjoyed are the Capital Building seen 
here at the left of the page and Springfield Historical Union Station at the right. 

 
 
 
 
 

                
 
 



 

 
 
“WASH YOUR HANDS IT DOESN’T HURT YOU IN ANYWAY, SO WHY 
NOT DO IT” 
 
 

                                                      
 

       
 
 

ASSE’S PLUMBING PRODUCT SHOWS SCHEDULED FOR SEPT.14, 2021 AT THE JOLIET CAMPUS 
AND NOV. 9, 2021 AT THE CHICAGO CAMPUS               ( COVID WILLING) 
 
November 9th here @ the CTC  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THIS WAY 
 
OR THIS WAY 

         

Be a Hero and wear your mask.  

 

Sé un héroe y usa tu máscara 

 

Bądź bohaterem i noś swoją maskę 
 

 



 

 
 

======================================================== 
Ask a friend or family member to join one of the Largest Societies in the world   

=========================================================== 

To Join ASSE Illinois Chicago Chapter or anyother Chapter  go to: 

https://www.asse-plumbing.org/ click on Membership then click on join or review. 

                         https://www.iapmo.org/media/1651/iapmo-bylaws.pdf 
 
 
We also thank our many sponsors who have over the years continued to 
support the American Society of Sanitary Engineering Illinois Chicago 
Chapter and the International American Society of Sanitary Engineering. 
Please use our sponsor resources for all you material needs and 
professional services when possible. Please see our advertisement pages 
for contact information. 
 
 

 
 

For those who don’t know Brian Mazzocchi he is one of the most important 
members of ASSE Chicago Chapter. Mr. Mazzocchi is the President at REPCO 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 1775 Armitage Ct, Addison, IL 60101 over the years he has put 
together the ASSE Product Shows at the Union Hall before each November Union 
meeting. Brian is a member of the Board of Directors for ASSE Chicago Chapter. 
And this coming year he will be asked to do even more for the Society.  
I as President of ASSE Chicago Chapter thank you, Mr. Mazzocchi 

https://www.asse-plumbing.org/
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ASSE International Services Are Available 

ASSE International is committed to providing the highest level of customer service possible 

during these unprecedented times. 

A top priority is to continually assist our customers with efficiency, while following all required 

safety measures for our dedicated staff. ASSE has implemented telework solutions enabling 

many of our staff to assist our clients and members remotely. ASSE services, included product 

certification, personnel certification, and standards development, remain available via phone or 

email to assist with your various needs. Click for a list of all ASSE staff and contact details 

The 2020 ASSE International Business Meeting will be held online October 26-29. 

For our ASSE Certified Personnel, we want to reassure you that you will be able to recertify, 

even after the expiration date of the certification. We recognize that some adjustments will need 

to be made to accommodate certified individuals who are at, or nearing, the expiration dates on 

their certifications. Many are currently unable to attend classes and take exams. During this 

difficult time, we are extending the expiration date for all certifications expiring 

between 1/1/2020 and 8/31/2020. The new expiration date is 9/30/2020. ASSE is also giving a 6-

month grace period for you to complete a recertification class and exam. Learn more about the 

steps we’re taking for our Certified Personnel HERE. 

Additional dedicated department web links are: 

 ASSE Product Certification 

 ASSE Personnel Certification 

 ASSE Standards Development 

 ASSE Membership 

 Free download https://asse-plumbing.org/media/23442/12000-2018.pdf 

Professional Qualifications Standard for Infection Control Risk Assessment for All Building 
Systems 

https://www.asse-plumbing.org/asse/contact
https://www.asse-plumbing.org/asse/personnel-certification/about
https://asse-plumbing.org/asse/product-certification/about
https://asse-plumbing.org/asse/personnel-certification/about
https://asse-plumbing.org/asse/standards/about
https://asse-plumbing.org/asse/membership/about


 
 

ASSE ILLINOIS CHICAGO CHAPTER HAS BEEN INVOLVED FROM THE 
BEGINNING TO THE END OF EVERY PROJECT IN CHICAGO AND POSSIBLY 
ILLINOIS SINCE AT LEAST FROM 1918. TAKE PRIDE IN BEING A MEMBER 
 
 
 

 

SWEET HOME CHICAGO 


